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Colloidal crystals have gained increasing importance due to their fascinating ability to mold the ﬂow of
light and sound (heat). The characteristics of these ordered assemblies of particles are strongly
determined by the respective building blocks, which require complete understanding of their physical
properties. In this study the mechanical properties of stretched polystyrene colloids (spheroids) are
addressed. The non-invasive technique of Brillouin light scattering captures the vibrational spectra at
hypersonic (GHz) frequencies. Resolved eigenmodes are considered ﬁngerprints of the particles' shape,
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size and composing materials. A single particle model is used to simulate the experimental data by
calculation of all active modes and subsequent evaluation of their contribution to the spectrum.
Compared to spheres (high symmetry) more modes contribute to the spectra that limit the resolution at
very high frequencies, due to the lifted mode degeneracy. Knowing the nature of the principal modes
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of spheroids is a precondition to understand the phononic dispersion in the respective colloidal crystals,
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in particular those responsible for anticrossing interactions with the eﬀective medium acoustic phonon.

1

Introduction

In recent years, a vast library of colloidal building blocks has
emerged from which novel materials may be created by directed
self-assembly.1–3 An open challenge to use directed selfassembly techniques in the nanomanufacture of complex
materials with a designed functionality is the ability to (i)
identify desired ordered structures to achieve such a functionality and (ii) develop eﬃcient routes to manipulate the interparticle interaction energies to accomplish the assembly. To
accomplish both goals, an understanding of the particle's
physical properties is warranted.
Particular interest has emerged in the ordered assembly of
ellipsoidal (spheroidal) particles due to the expanded range of
nal structures and additional exibility in the design allowed
by shape anisotropy. The self-assembly of spheroids has been
examined at uid interfaces4,5 and using magnetic,6,7 electric8–10
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or ow11 elds. Specic to electric and magnetic elds, the
anisotropy in polarizability along the short and long axes of an
ellipsoid allows for preferential, tunable particle orientation
ranging from parallel to perpendicular with the applied eld.12
Combining this orientational control with convective ows to
concentrate the particles and “lock-in” the structure circumvents kinetic arrest that occurs at high volume fractions due to
glassy dynamics and opens up the possibility of realizing the
theoretically predicted close-packed phases of hard ellipsoids.13,14 From a practical perspective, such structures may
impart noteworthy photonic, phononic, mechanical and/or
thermal properties to the resulting material due to alignment
and periodicity. One recent example of the utility of controlling
the orientational order of ellipsoidal particles was presented
by Hopkins et al.,15 where the thermal conductivity of convectively assembled titania lms is modulated by the lm
microstructure.
At room temperature, thermal conductivity in dielectric
materials relies mainly on phononic transport of energy in the
sub-THz regime. Hence, direct access to the phononic dispersion becomes important. Brillouin spectroscopy has proven to
be the tool of choice to investigate the phononic band diagram
in the GHz range.16 Colloidal crystals are of particular interest as
they can accommodate both Bragg-type band gaps (due to
destructive interference of elastic waves) and hybridization
band gaps (due to level repulsion between the acoustic branch
and a localized mode).17 In the latter, the exact knowledge of a
particle's eigenmode spectrum poses a substantial role. This
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particle vibration spectroscopy based on Brillouin light scattering (BLS) becomes a valuable method for the mechanical
characterization of sub-micron particles.18 Eigenmode
measurements have been reported for spheres,18,19 nanorods,20
cubes,21,22 octahedra,23,24 and more complex geometries25,26
using BLS, Raman and time-resolved spectroscopy. While
nanocolumns27 were shown to shi the resonance line with
respect to spherical particles, the eigenmode spectra of elongated spheres have not been fully investigated until now. Some
of the aforementioned particles were synthesized from crystalline materials, whose anisotropic mechanical properties aﬀect
their eigenmodes in addition to the shape dependence.
Here we present a comprehensive particle vibration spectroscopy study of amorphous polystyrene (PS) spheres and
spheroids (elongated spheres with rotational symmetry)
utilizing the powerful technique of Brillouin light scattering
combined with computational simulation of the spectra. To the
best of our knowledge, this is the rst work that provides
theoretical representation for vibrational spectra of spheroidal
nanoparticles studied by Brillouin spectroscopy.

2

Experimental

Polystyrene particles were stretched by a matrix assisted elongation process and the change of their eigenmode spectra was
followed by Brillouin spectroscopy. The experimental strategy is
outlined as follows:
2.1

Materials

The seed particles used were 400 nm diameter carboxylate
modied PS latex spheres (Invitrogen, Eugene, OR, cat#C37238)
with a molecular weight of Mw  240 kDa. The spheroid synthesis
procedure is described elsewhere.28,29 In short, seed particles are
dispersed in an aqueous poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVA) solution,
spread in a dish and allowed to dry into a thin lm aer water
evaporation. The lm is then heated to 145  C for less than 5 min
(oil bath) and stretched to a given strain to produce 2.12 : 1,
3.52 : 1 and 3.99 : 1 aspect ratio prolate ellipsoids of revolution.
The processed lm was cut into small sections and cleaned from
silicon oil by vefold washing with isopropyl alcohol (IPA). The
particles were recovered by dissolution in water/IPA 7 : 3 (v/v) and
the suspensions are observed to be stable. These are washed via
stirring (12 h), heating to 75  C for one hour (to aid PVA removal),
centrifugation, decantation and resuspension (sonication) in
water/IPA. This cleaning cycle was repeated three times and
nally the particles were stored in water. The suspensions
were rewashed in 0.1 mM KCl and concentrated to a volume
fraction f z 0.05 before being drop cast onto a glass slide and
dried at ambient conditions.
The size of the particles is characterized by scanning electron
microscopy of the disordered casts (Fig. 1) and a summary of
the particle dimensions is given in Table 1.
2.2

Brillouin spectroscopy

Brillouin Light Scattering (BLS) serves as a non-destructive and
non-contact technique to probe acoustic behavior, e.g.,
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Fig. 1 Scanning electron micrographs (SEM) of seed spheres S0 (a) and spheroids S2–S4 (b–d) of various aspect ratios. Insets denote transmission images (TEM)
of the respective particles.

Table 1 Size characterization of particles studied and material parameters used
in calculations. a and b being the long and short axes of the spheroids, respectively. r is the mass density and nref the refractive index at 532 nm

ID

a/b

a/nm

S0
S1 (ref. 30)
S2
S3
S4

1
1.28 
2.12 
3.52 
3.99 

0.07
0.16
0.20
0.22

400 
459 
690 
986 
1078 

b/nm
14
15
42
15
93

—

358
325
280
270

 16
 15
 15
 23

a
Calculated based on stretched particle volume.
density via the Clausius–Mossotti relation.

r/kg m3

nrefb

1050
965.1a
921.9a
869.4a
854.7a

1.599
1.540
1.511
1.477
1.468

b

Calculated from

thermally activated propagating phonons and localized vibration modes in the bulk as well as nanostructured materials in
the hypersonic frequency regime (GHz). Hence, BLS is a sensitive tool to study the structure, morphology and light-matter
interactions in composite materials, given that the phonon
wavelength 2p/q commensurates their characteristic (periodic)
spacing d, i.e., qd ¼ O (1). BLS relies on the interaction between
single mode incident photons with wave vector ki and thermally

Fig. 2 Scheme of BLS instrumentation. A single-mode laser (532 nm) illuminates
the turbid ﬁlm and multiply scattered light is analyzed by a FP interferometer. The
observed frequency shift represents the contribution of modes, e.g. f (s,1,2), to the
q-independent vibrational spectrum.
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excited phonons q ¼ ks  ki along a specied direction determined by the scattering geometry (ks being the wave vector of
the scattered photons). For localized modes in nanostructures,
BLS gives a structured spectrum with contributions from all
modes having a q-component. In multiply scattering samples, q
is no longer well-dened (the sample appears turbid) and hence
all possible q-values contribute to the observed spectrum,
regardless of which scattering angle q is chosen. Realization of a
high-resolution BLS experiment (Fig. 2) requires convenient and
stable operation of an energy-dispersive detector. This is achieved using a six-pass tandem FP interferometer, which is
actively stabilized by a reference beam and capable to detect a
(anti-)Stokes shi of 0.5–300 GHz (via diﬀerent free spectral
ranges – FSR). A l ¼ 532 nm Nd/YAG laser mounted on a

Soft Matter
goniometer and a (heatable) cell holder allows for q-dependent
and temperature dependent experiments.17,31 Together, this
setup provides the tool-kit necessary for high-resolution
acoustic measurements at the nanoscale.
The typical accumulation time of the vibration spectrum in a
drop cast powder-like lm ranges from 30 to 120 min. Thin
lms or weakly scattering particles (size and material dependent) may require accumulation times up to 48 h.
BLS spectra obtained at q ¼ 60 for the samples listed above
(Table 1) were processed (stitched spectra at FSR ¼ 7.5, 15,
30 GHz) and plotted in a common graph (Fig. 3). The upper
panel (Fig. 3a) displays spectra for large changes in asphericity,
from sphere up to an axis ratio of a/b ¼ 3.99, while the lower
panel (Fig. 3b) examines the small diﬀerences in the spectrum
between the sphere (S0) and the particle with only slight elongation (S1).

3

Theory

Propagating and localized acoustic modes in a medium induce
uctuations of the dielectric constant which can be probed by
inelastic scattering of light. Limiting ourselves to the eﬀect of
density uctuations, the contribution of the a-th mode, with
frequency ua and ua displacements, to the scattered eld in a
one-phonon process was derived earlier.32
2


ð

nðua ; TÞ þ 1 2  iq$x
Ia ðqÞf
P e
q$ua ðxÞ dx ;
(1)
ua


V

Fig. 3 (a) Brillouin light scattering (BLS) spectra of the spheroids with three
diﬀerent aspect ratios along with the rich spectrum of the seed spheres displaying
the contribution of the principal modes (s,1,l ¼ 2;3;4) in the low frequency region.
(b) Onset of asphericity and the accompanying bifurcation of the lowest
frequency (s,1,2) mode due to the lifting of degeneracy in m.
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where n(ua,T) is the Bose–Einstein factor, q is the exchanged
wavevector, P is the polarizability density and the integral is over
the volume V of the particle.
For spherical free homogeneous particles, the displacement
eld can be calculated following the theory developed by Lamb,
using as parameters the sound velocities cL and cT and the size
of the particle.33 Within a continuum model, the normalized
vibrational modes, ua are labeled by four indices, a h ( p,n,l,m).
Torsional modes ( p ¼ t) have pure shear motions, whereas
spheroidal modes ( p ¼ s) involve both shear and stretching.
The n, l, m indices label the radial and angular vibrations of
spheres in analogy to the atomic orbitals. For any l, we have
2l + 1 modes whose Brillouin activity depends on the angle
between the z-axis and the exchanged wavevector. The total
intensity is anyway constant. Given the symmetry of the
problem, it is possible to calculate it for an angle equal to zero,
where the only active modes are those with cylindrical symmetry
( p ¼ s, m ¼ 0). This procedure allowed reproducing the details
of the particle vibration spectra with high sensitivity to the
sound velocities.18,34,35
When we consider the light scattering induced from the
vibrations of particles with diﬀerent shapes, eqn (1) still holds
once we have specied the displacements. The nite elements
method (Comsol Multiphysics) was used to illustrate the
displacements of two low-order modes for spheroid S2 with m ¼
0 (Fig. 4, right panel). The analytically calculated displacement
for the two vibrational modes (s,1,2) and (s,1,3) are shown in the
le panel of Fig. 4 and coincide with the numerical results.
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Fig. 4 Displacement ﬁelds of two low frequency modes commonly observed in
Brillouin spectroscopy. The depicted aspect ratio corresponds to sample S2, with
a/b ¼ 2.12. (a) First m ¼ 0 mode, mainly derived from (s,1,2), with two nodal lines
(white dashes) and (b) second m ¼ 0 mode, mainly derived from (s,1,3).

A more precise displacement eld of the vibrational modes is
needed for the calculation of the Brillouin activity. This was
achieved by following the procedure reported by Kang and
Leissa, which considers the symmetry of the system.36 The
quantities needed for the calculation are the aspect ratio and
the transverse and longitudinal sound velocities. The model has
been validated comparing the results with those obtained by an
analytical evaluation of the Lamb modes in a sphere. The mode
frequencies and patterns show a very high agreement. Up to
7 GHz Brillouin spectra calculated from the two models are
practically identical.
Fig. 5a shows the adimensional frequencies of the rst
vibrational modes as a function of the aspect ratio for a
spheroid with xed volume and cL/cT ¼ 1.96. For clarity, only the
modes with m ¼ 0 are displayed. The blue dashed lines denote
the aspect ratio of the particles under study. Fig. 5b shows the
vibrational modes with m ranging from 0 to 3 for the same
frequency range, whereas the dashed lines denote purely
torsional modes, which are not Brillouin active. The solid
vertical line marks the spherical case where the modes are
degenerate in m. While for spherical particles we can assign
( p,n,l,m) quantum numbers, as the axis ratio departs from
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Fig. 5 (a) Adimensional frequency of the ﬁrst vibrational modes as a function of
the aspect ratio displayed for m ¼ 0 only, for clarity. G is the shear modulus and r
the density of the particle. (b) Additional bands shown for m ¼ 0,1,2,3 as a
function of the aspect ratio. For m s 0 no discrimination between torsional and
spheroidal modes can be made, as both are active in BLS. Torsional modes
(dashed lines) were calculated separately for m ¼ 0, being non-active in BLS, as
they produce no local dilatation.

1 there is important mixing between the various modes of the
sphere. For the spheroid vibrations l is no more a good
quantum number and only for the aspect ratios close to 1 it is
possible to identify modes with a dominant l number. In fact,
the (2l + 1) degeneracy in m of the (n,l) modes is lied and we
can discriminate the modes which correspond to m ¼ 0,1,2,3,.
Modes with opposite m (n,l,m) are still degenerate.
A detailed analysis of the complex behavior of modes
dispersion is out of the scope of this paper. It is, however,
relevant to note that crossing and anticrossing between the
modes are present. Anticrossings which indicate a strong
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mixing, show that the spheroid modes have no memory of the
symmetry of the sphere modes from which they are derived
apart from the m and the parity index. Note in particular that
the torsional and spheroidal nature of the modes is not
conserved. Only a subset of m ¼ 0 modes are in fact torsional
(with no local dilatation) and silent in the inelastic light scattering (dashed lines in Fig. 5b). All other modes present a
stretching component and are active.
With increasing frequency the number of active modes
increases (Fig. 5b) with concurrent decrease of their lifetime.
These two facts lead to an increasing broadening of the vibration spectra of monodisperse spheroids with frequency. In
addition, the inevitable presence of size/shape polydispersity
renders the shape of the high frequency spectra featureless
(Fig. 3a). Thus the low frequency regime of the BLS spectra
becomes important for the determination of the thermomechanical properties of spheroidal particles with a large
aspect ratio. In fact, for rods the only modes are the longitudinal
(with displacement along the main axis and constant for any
section), the bending (displacement perpendicular) and
torsional ones.25
3.1

Simulation of Brillouin spectra

Having determined the displacement eld for the vibrational
modes of the spheroid, the Brillouin activity can be calculated
by eqn (1). For a given mode, it will depend on the exchanged
wavevector q and on the angle a between q and the main axis of
the spheroid; note that diﬀerently from the sphere case, we
cannot invoke symmetry in order to reduce ourselves to a ¼ 0.
The studied samples show a signicant turbidity which is the
mark of the intense multiple scattering. In these conditions, we
cannot consider a single exchanged q or a, even for aligned
particles. The intensity has to be averaged on all angles between
0 and p/2 and all q's between 0 and 4pnref/l, where nref is the
refractive index (Table 1) at the laser wavelength l (¼532 nm).
Operatively, we calculated frequency and displacements of
the vibrational modes below 7 GHz of homogeneous spheroids
with the aspect ratios of the samples in Table 1. The value of the
Young's modulus and of the Poisson's ratio (and therefore of
the velocity ratio) has been considered constant for all samples
(S0–S4) being E ¼ 4.0 GPa and n ¼ 0.32 (corresponding to a
velocity ratio cL/cT of about 2). However, the values of cL and cT
are conceivable to change upon stretching37 aﬀecting also the
density of the particles (Table 1). To a rst approximation, the
velocities scale with r1/2. The Brillouin activity was calculated
on a grid of q and a values with steps of 1/3b and p/16 respectively. Discrete integration between 0 and 4pnref/l and between
0 and p/2 with appropriate weights will produce the scattered
intensity by any mode. Note, that for the stretched particles, the
refractive index (Table 1) was evaluated using Clausius–Mossotti equation and considering that the polarizability of the
scattering units has not changed aer elongation. For a direct
comparison with the experimental spectrum, the discrete
calculated spectrum was broadened with Gaussian lineshapes.
The latter take into account the experimental linewidth
(0.25 GHz), the polydispersity in size (sf/f ¼ sd/d) and the aspect
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2013
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ratio k (sf ¼ vf/vksk), with f denoting the vibrational frequency
and s the variance either in f or particle size d. This last source
of broadening is very important for the lowest frequency m ¼ 1
modes, whose frequency is strongly dependent on the aspect
ratio as shown in Fig. 5. One eﬀect of line broadening is a shi
of the peaks toward lower frequency with respect to the average
position calculated for the mean values, as it clearly appears
for the low frequency peaks of Fig. 3b. It is caused by the
(n(u,T) + 1)/u term of eqn (1), which favors particles with larger
size and aspect ratio.
Here, we point out that all calculations were performed using
no tting parameters. Furthermore, no anisotropy of elastic
properties was regarded along the two axes. Mechanical
anisotropy induced by the elongation process would be a
conceivable source of broadening.38 AFM assisted fractal analysis of the surface texture is a conceivable method to identify
ordering modication (due to chain elongation) in the stretched
particles.39 However, this method is not applicable when using a
sacricial PVA matrix. Although mild, processing modies the
surface structure with regard to topography, charge and
residual PVA.

4

Results and discussion

In order to check the accuracy, the simulation procedure was
applied to the spherical particles before (untreated) and aer
(treated) embedding them in the PVA. The agreement (Fig. 6) is
quite good and comparable to earlier results for spheres.18 Note,

Fig. 6 Brillouin spectra and simulation of spheres, before (upper panel) and after
(lower panel) embedding in the PVA matrix. Recovered particles exhibit reduced
volume and larger size dispersion.
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that the tting of the treated sample (blue line in Fig. 6) has
been made considering a larger size polydispersity (sd/d ¼ 0.06
vs. 0.035 in the untreated) and a decreased volume (6%),
resulting from the removal of the PVA matrix. The vibrational
spectrum in particular at low frequencies seems to be very
sensitive to size/shape changes even aer mild processing
conditions.
Clearly, processing is able to modify the particle identity, as
monitored by BLS. This change of spectral shape exemplies
the sensitivity to surface uctuations which is induced by the
stretching process. While the shi of frequencies due to size
decrease or a mixed PVA/PS surface layer can be attributed to
the etching process, the observed broadening does not have
such a clear attribution. In the t it has been considered by
increasing the size dispersion, but it could also be due to a
departure from spherical symmetry. Furthermore, it should be
noted that a single particle model has been considered
neglecting the (possibly increased) interaction between neighboring particles, which causes a line broadening.34 Finally the
particles were considered homogeneous with no density
gradient near the surface, a possible result of the mild
processing.
As the particle shape departs from spherical symmetry the
degeneracy in m is lied and more modes contribute to the
spectrum. This reduced symmetry24 and to a lesser degree
mechanical anisotropy38 cause the spectral features to be
washed out at higher frequency, in addition to size/shape
polydispersity. An aspect ratio of 1.28 (Fig. 3b) is already large
enough that the distinction, found in parent spheres, between
torsional and spheroidal modes is no longer valid. Therefore
any peak is in fact the sum of several contributions with
diﬀerent m. In Fig. 7 the rst peak at 2.65 GHz can be considered as the sum of the m-split (s,1,2) mode of the parent sphere
and causes the broadening, even if the contribution from m ¼ 1
(red) and m ¼ 2 (green) modes derived from the (t,1,2) Lamb
mode is not negligible. The situation for the peak at 5 GHz is
even more complicated as it consists of many contributions
already in the parent sphere. The swapped intensity between the

Fig. 7 Brillouin spectra for relatively low asphericity (a/b ¼ 1.28). The shift of
spheroidal and torsional lines (blue arrows) cause signiﬁcant broadening of the
low-frequency peak.
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Fig. 8 Brillouin spectra for spheroids of aspect ratio 2.12 (upper panel) and 3.99
(lower panel). The inset to the lower panel displays the reduced spectrum for S4.
Theoretical Brillouin intensity (red lines) as calculated from the sum of the individual contributions m ¼ 0, ., 4 (modes with m > 4 have frequencies higher than
7 GHz). Sources of broadening are the instrumental resolution as well as size and
shape dispersion of the spheroids. The blue line in the lower panel gives the
simulation with 6% increased sound velocity.

two shoulders (red horizontal lines in Fig. 3b) is just a consequence of the manifold shi of lines.
In order to follow this transition trend from homogeneous
spheres towards an homogeneous rod, we examined higher
aspect ratios. Fig. 8 (upper panel) displays the superposition of
experimental and simulated spectra for sample S2 (a/b ¼ 2.12).
Peak positions and relative intensity are well represented.
Sound velocities larger than that of PS were used to account for
the reduced density at constant elastic constants via M,G ¼
rc2L,T, M (G) being the longitudinal (shear) modulus.
At very low frequencies the anks of the elastic line disturb
the inspection of the lower order peaks (e.g., for m ¼ 1). In a
reduced plot (Fig. S1, upper panel)† the low-frequency contribution at about 1.3 GHz, which is not observed in Fig. 8, is
clearly resolved. Due to experimental restrictions (lowest free
spectral range and in particular the strong elastic line)
frequencies below 1 GHz were not accessible.
As the aspect ratio is increased (bottom panel of Fig. 8) the
agreement of simulation and experimental spectra isn't as good
as for a/b ¼ 2.12. Possibly, the mechanical anisotropy introduced by the stretching process to achieve high aspect ratios
cannot be neglected anymore. The modes contributing to the
spectrum are too many to be observed individually. The peaks
appear much more broadened than those of the upper panel. A
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broad peak at about 2.5 GHz seems to be reproduced by a
couple of nearly resonant modes, the 4th m ¼ 1 and the 2nd m ¼
0. It better appears in the reduced spectrum (inset to Fig. 8), that
is obtained by multiplying the experimental spectrum by f 2. The
calculated spectrum reproduces well the sharp increase of the
intensity occurring at about 3.5 Ghz, which is attributed to
several diﬀerent modes. The representation of the spectrum for
a/b ¼ 3.99 using sound velocity values adjusted to the density is
of moderate quality (red line). Instead, a further increase (6%)
of the sound velocities, while keeping constant their ratio (cL/cT)
leads to better agreement with the experimental spectrum (blue
line in Fig. 8) as without any adjustable parameter (red line).
This hardening in stretched polymers has been reported
before40 and reects the mechanical anisotropy caused by the
stretching process. Only for the particles with the largest aspect
ratio, the moduli increase by about 12% compared to the
spherical parent particles. For the particles with lower aspect
ratio, it is worth mentioning the insensitivity of the average
moduli and hence the Poisson's ratio to the stretching of the PS
spheres. This preserved mechanical strength is an unprecedented information from the particle vibrational spectra.

5

Conclusions

This work presents the capability of a computational method
combined with Brillouin spectroscopy as an eﬀective tool for the
characterization of the elastic properties of elongated spheres.
Notwithstanding the signicant approximation involved we
were able to reproduce reasonably well the experimental spectra
of spheroidal particles. However, a few obstacles are faced
with respect to the results for the spherical particles: (i) the msplitting of the modes, which multiplies any sphere (n,l) mode
into l + 1 ones at diﬀerent frequencies and (ii) the polydispersity
of the samples (size and aspect ratio). The mixed eﬀect of
increasing the number of active modes and of the polydispersity
induced broadening leads to practically featureless spectra for
frequencies higher than 7 GHz (Fig. 3a). In any case the
apparent peaks in the Brillouin spectra are indeed the sum of
many diﬀerent contributions (e.g., the peak at 4 GHz in the
spectrum of sample S4 is the sum of 7 peaks of comparable
intensities).
From the good theoretical representation of the experimental vibration spectra, all four but the highest aspect ratio
spheroidal PS particles preserve the same orientation averaged
elastic constants with the seed spheres while the density (sound
velocity) decreased (increased) with asphericity. The highest
aspect ratio (a/b  4) spheroids possess elastic moduli increased
by 12%. As an outlook, the low frequency vibrational spectrum
can be also utilized to assess the thermomechanical properties
and determine the glass transition temperature of these
spheroids through a temperature dependent study and establish the analogy to the spherical particles.34
This knowledge can be used for the study of phononic
properties of an ordered assembly. The opening of hybridization gaps requires strong localization of elastic energy in the
building units.17 It becomes even more important, as energy
leakage is allowed when the local resonator is placed in a liquid
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to assure optical matching.41 For spheroids, mostly the rather
well separated vibrational states in the low-frequency regime
will play a major role for anticrossing interaction with the
acoustic branch, i.e. opening of hybridization gaps. Colloidal
crystals with spheroidal building blocks will exhibit inherently
anisotropic mechanical and optical properties. Hence, thermal
conductivity as well as transmission of light and sound will be a
function of the orientation relative to the asymmetric particles.
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